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needs to take
user to billing
portal / page /
where he/she

can update
information.

1-Step

Recommendations - Upgrading from Subscription to Product - If Credit Card Isn't on File

1-Step

- Users liked cancel subscription text better than auto
renew text

- Almost every user clicked on edit subscription text
to cancel subscription in subscription page

- Users preferred the multi-step over the less step
version

- Almost every user clicked on Quantity on the top
section in the checkout page to change seats/instead
of clicking on edit order button at the bottom (which

takes user to separate page)

- Users didn’t know where seats were in first
prototype. It said No. of Organizers (which was

confusing)

Users preferred add a subscription vs add a product.

UserTesting Learnings from Variations

Example of New Conversion Flow

Button
should say

buy

example from the
new conversion form
- after user presses
buy - there is a 5-10

sec load time for user
to get directed to

next page.
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When user selects
more than 1 host,
price within left

annual section and
right order summary

updates upon choice.
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Zoom Current Customer - Change Seats
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Add Question
mark so it's more
visible to users.
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Not as overloaded as ED1 -
Live Experience.

Do users understand that
unit represents number of

organizers?

Do we have to show order
summary now?

Price is for annual.
ED1 - Live Experience
shows Monthly price
which may be more
easy on the eyes for

users.

The user can buy
here instead of

continuing with the
next steps. User can
edit plan, seats, and

annual /monthly here.

we could add pay
using credit card

here and other info
if user buys here

user has to
click edit
order to
change
seats.
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